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Ddpai mola n3 dash cam review

© 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. G-Sensor, WiFi, parking mode, up to 128GB supported70mai Smart Dash Cam Pro, QHD registration 2K+ 1944p, IMX335 sensor, Built-in Wi-Fi, emergency recording, voice control &amp; app, G-Sensor, WDR, parking monitoringDDPAI Mini3 Car Dash Camera, 3K 1600p resolution, 32GB integrated eMMC, F1.8 aperture wide-angle lens, WDR, night vision, G sensor,
optional 24HDDPAI X2S Pro dash car parking mode , 2K QHD loop recording, Remote Snapshot, time lapse parking mode, built-in Wi-Fi, G sensor, GPS, WDR, up to 128GB supportedDDPAI Mini5 4K Car Dash camera, built-in GPS, IMX 415 sensor, F1.8 aperture, 140° wide angle, WiFi, 4GB RAM with 64GB (Mini5)70m Dash Cam Lite eMMC memory, 1080P Full HD, STARVIS IMX307, built-in Wi-Fi,
emergency recording , APP control, G-Sensor, WDR, parking monitoring verdict: The DDPAI Mola N3 is a surprisingly large dashcam that is easy to use and configure and has GPS capabilities that not many other dashcams in the same price tag offering. Some of the additional features are a bit hit and miss, but for the price, it's hard to beat the value the DDPAI Mola N3 has on tap. The DDPAI Mola N3
dashcam is now available in Lazada for Php 2,899 only for the GPS variant. There's also a non-GPS variant that's just Php 2,499.ProsRelatively convenientGreat FeatureGPSConsNo LCD, making it a bit difficult to placeGPS takes 3-5 minutes to get a blockSome features don't work as advertisedOne of the best investments you can get for your car is undoubtedly a dashcam, especially since the country
slowly recovers from the modern plague. And if you don't have one yet, you'll definitely need one – as more people start driving again after being locked up for so long, it's obvious that people's driving habits have taken a turn for the worse. This is where the DDPAI Mola N3 dash cam comes into play. This particular dashcam comes retailing for less than Php 3K when it comes on sale today, but it offers
plenty of features for the price. Packaging, content and configurationThe DDPAI Mola N3 is available in black packaging with a camera photo on the front and specifications in the back. There aren't really many surprises in the content: you're getting the camera itself, mounting plate, a long micro USB cable, and a plastic doodad to help you route the cable together inside your car. There is also a USB
charger that acts as a dashcam power supply, although you can use an existing USB 3.1 port in your car if you already have one to provide power. The setup is relatively simple, although a bit annoying: just ejected the lid on the sticker on the base unit and glue it windshield of your car. The DDPAI Mola N3 uses a two-piece design that separates the base with the actual camera, and no adjustment from
side to side is also available, which makes it a little complicated. For my vehicle (a 2006 Honda Civic) I simply aligned the base with the base of the rearview mirror where it mounts on the windshield. Connectivity and image quality and functionalityAs I mentioned earlier, the DDPAI Mola N3 uses a two-piece design: you have a basic unit where you connect the power port, which then interfaces with the
main camera via a USB Type-C connector. This allows you to orient the front or rear camera, which is a good solution for Grab and taxi operators to monitor the inside of their vehicles and act as a CCTV. The actual camera unit doesn't have many physical controls, with the only one being a reset button recessed to the bottom. There is a slot for a microSD card on the side for storage, but that's it. All
dashcam checks will need to be done through the app that you can download through the Google Play Store.The relatively good app easily connects to your camera via WiFi, but note that you won't have internet connectivity while connected to the DDPAI Mola N3 as it uses a WiFi connection itself to establish a connection to your phone. I didn't experience any issues while using the app, and while it's not
the most intuitive I've ever encountered the most, if not all features are easily accessible using the app. As I mentioned earlier, all dashcam features are accessible exclusively through the app, including setting the resolution in which you want to record the camera. The camera records videos up to 1600P of resolution (about 2K), although you can record videos at a lower resolution to save space. There's
also collision detection here, with the camera automatically blocking a file when it detects a hard stop or collision that could indicate that an accident has occurred. You can download the files directly to your phone for review in 1 minute blocks that I did. You will be able to seamlessly review the videos on your phone if you are only recording in 1080p, but be prepared for buffering when recording with 2K
resolution. The camera also has a built-in GPS module that provides you with location information when driving, although I noticed that it takes 3 to 5 minutes for the camera to crash on a satellite. There's also a gap in the speed recorded in the app and throughput depending on the weather conditions and where you are (buildings weaken GPS signals), so take note of it when reviewing the footage. There
is also 24-hour parking monitoring where cameras start recording when they detect movement in front of the car while it is parked, which is useful for people who don't have garages and have to park their cars on the street. As far as image quality is concerned, produced by the DDPAI Mola N3 is very good and you can clearly see landmarks and vehicle license plate numbers very easily while driving. The
camera also took great audio recordings, as you can hear it shooting the historical podcast I'm listening to while driving. Night driving footage is also pretty good, and while numbers directly in front of the vehicle are difficult to discern due to headlights, even other license plates not directly affected by light are easy to read. The image quality is definitely better than what we've seen offered by similar
dashcams in the same price category here. The camera also has enough intelligence to rate your guide via their Sense Reality technology, which basically measures the amount of hard braking and rotation you've done and ranks you accordingly. One thing I was a little disappointed about was the advanced driver assistance system built into the dashcam. In theory, the dashcam should give you audio
signals when the light turns green when there is a pedestrian in front of you when you leave the lane, etc. Basically, though, I heard the ADA function function once when I was waiting for a light to turn green. It's not really a big deal for me since it's an additional feature that's nice to have, but it would have been nice if it worked as advertised. Conclusion and conclusionsDPAI Mola N3 has a lot of great
things about it and very few downsides. The image quality is great, especially considering the price you're paying for it. GPS features and additional functionality are the icing on the cake, and while it's a bit annoying to get the right angle since there's no screen to help you, this is a small stain in an otherwise excellent value pro. If you're looking for a feature-rich dashcam that you don't have to pay for from
the nose, the DDPAI Mola N3 is a great purchase. The GPS variant of the dashcam is retailing for only Php 2,899 in Lazada, while the non-GPS variant is retailing for Php 2,499. As an additional bonus, buyers will enjoy an additional 8% discount on purchasing the dashcam using this voucher. The DDPAI Mola N3 is a dash cam with GPS features built for your car, complete with a wide range of features to
help you with your guide too. Dubbed the CCTV for your car, DDPAI will have a special offer for the N3 during the next 10.10 sale, and this review we will respond, Is the DDPAI Mola N3 Dash Cam good? DDPai Mola N3 – CMOS Sensor Specs Camera5 MPRecording Quality2K – 1600P ultra HDConnectivity2.4 GHz Wi-FiGPSYES, GPSStorageSupport MAX 128GB Additional TFTapADAS (Advanced
Driving Assistance System)Loop Recording24-Hour Parking MonitoringSense Reality Sci-Fi Driving140-Degree Three-Lane Viewfinder What's In The Box? DDPAI Mola N3microUSB Power CableCamera HolderDual Car ChargerInstallation ToolUser Manual3M Sticker The Dash Cam DDPAI Mola N3 is compatible with everything you need in the package to get started. From the charger to the cable, from
the 3M sticker to the installation tool, you won't need anything else to help you install it in your vehicle. Design The Dash Cam DDPAI Mola N3 features a design with a matte black finish all over the chassis. It has a pill-like shape and is light and tiny. Attracts Attracts but you don't touch it much anyway. Camera At the front, you will find the 5MP main sensor with 6P lens and a large aperture of F1.8. With the
lens, it is an infrared filter to reduce blurring and improve night recording performance. The camera has a 140-degree field of view, which allows it to record all three lanes in front of you. It is also capable of 2K resolution, which allows it to record larger 1600p HD videos at 30 fps in H.265 format. At the top, you'll find the USB Type-C port to connect with the camera stand, as well as built-in ventilation ports
for heat dissipation. At the bottom, there are two additional vent holes, with the microphone and reset button. On the left, you will find the microSD card slot which is protected by a rubber flap, while the right side has the speaker. The camera stand is where the microUSB charging cable will connect to the charging adapter. From there, the N3 dash cam itself will then be connected to the camera stand for
power. It's packed with an exclusive connector design that's twice rationally symmetrical, so you can also flip it over to capture selfies or video clips of you and your friends on your travels. Battery Instead of using lithium-ion batteries, the DDPAI Mola N3 Dash Cam uses super capacitors instead. This results in higher charging speeds, lower internal resistance, higher charging cycles, and increased
temperature resistance. However, this also means that if the cable is loose or accidentally removed, there is no backup battery, so it will stop any recording. Display The Dash Cam DDPai Mola N3 does not have a display, as having one would be easier to change the settings from the dash cam itself. But why change the settings on such a small screen, when you can do it on your smartphone screen which
is at least twice as many? The N3 dash cam has app connectivity so you can view the viewfinder and change all settings directly from the app itself. And with this out of the way, let's move on to the setup. Ad. Scroll to continue reading. Setting up the DDPai Mola N3 was pretty easy. Even without reading the user manual or installation guide, I could figure it out for myself. First, clean the internal front
screen of your vehicle. Secondly, attach the protective transparent adhesive to the inside screen of the car. Next, attach the 3M sticker to the back of the camera stand. And then, you will have to connect the DDPAI Mola N3 to the camera stand and attach it to the transparent sticker. Next, connect the power cord to the camera stand and dual car charger. Then, insert a microSD card and start associating it
with the DDPAI app. Finally properly the cable to keep it hidden on the seams and cracks of your car, and you're done. If you need help opening the panels of your car, just remember that this is where the installation tool is useful. Attacking the dash cam was the easy part, but the hard part is routing the of the Cable. Also, you may want to double-check and triple the control that the camera stand is perfectly
centered so that your recordings are not tilted. After starting the car, when the LED light facing you turns blue, that's when it started recording. User experience The DDPAI Mola N3 is easy to use and has never caused me any problems or annoyances. Although I wish he had a physical display, but in retrospect, it would still be a distraction. All settings and screenings are done directly from the app and I'm
a little glad it's configured that way. All I'm asked to do is the initial setup, and from there, all the recordings are made from the N3 dash cam, and I didn't have to lift a finger to do anything else with it. Keep in mind that your phone will need to connect to dash cam Wi-Fi, so you lose your data connection when you're making any configuration changes or settings. The DDPAI Mola N3 Dash Cam is silent and
there is no sound coming from the ventilation holes. Initially, I thought there would be a sound coming from the friction between the dash cam and the camera stand, but I was wrong. On the contrary, I love voice requests for traffic light reminders. So when the light turns green, the voice prompt will tell you that it's green so you know it's time to move. Ad. Scroll to continue reading. When it comes to angle
adjustment, you can tilt the dash cam only vertically and not horizontally. But that's fine, since the camera sensor can already capture 140 degrees, and it really captures the whole scene in front of the windshield. DDPAI app The DDPAI app is your one-stop hub to allow you to change n3 dash cam settings. Compatible with both iOS and Android, dash cam can record videos and capture images. Keep in
mind that the dash cam supports loop recording, so older images and videos are deleted once the memory has become full. The app works very well and changing the settings is really simple. At first the navigation can be a bit confusing, but after a while you gradually will gradually get there and you will know where everything is. When you view footage, you can also expand it in full screen to all the details,
such as car movement speed and more. In addition, with the DDPAI app, you can also: Check driving score (based on Rapid AAC, Hard Braking, Sudden Turn)Distance CoveredAverage Speed Per HourDuration Performance Powered by a Dual-Core HiSilicon Processor, paired with 1GB of RAM, the DDPAI Mola N3 supports microSD storage up to 128GB. From a connectivity perspective, it supports Wi-
Fi, has a three-axis gyroscope sensor, GPS and USB Type-C charging. The DDPAI Mola N3 really records movies even in low light conditions. Everything was clear, although you can't see text or license plates that clearly at night, but it's still very visible. From a stabilization perspective, the N3 dash cam is quite stable. Even if you go through speed bumps, you can still notice some bobbing. But that's fine,
considering how bumpy all malaysian roads are Scroll to continue reading. Features One of the main highlights of the Dash Cam DDPAI Mola N3 is the fact that it has a built-in GPS. This allows you to track the location and movement speed of your vehicle. In addition, the ADAS (Advanced Driving Assistance System) ensures your safety by transmitting a voice prompt when the vehicle in front of you is
exhibiting strange behavior or when there is a person in front of your car. The DDPAI Mola N3 Dash Cam is also equipped with a 24-hour parking monitor. When the car is stopped for 15 minutes, the Gsensor will detect that the car has entered a dormant state. From there, it will start recording at 1 frame per second. During playback, however, it will still play at the normal speed of 30 fps. When the battery
voltage is below the set battery voltage protection threshold, the dash cam will turn off. When the dash cam detects a collision, normal recording would begin for two minutes, then enter the dormant recording again. Another interesting feature that comes with the N3 dash cam is the SR Sci-Fi Driving feature. Note, however, that this feature is only available on the GPS variant of the Mola N3. The SR stands
for Sense Reality and uses the 6-axis gyroscope to detect: Sharp AccelerationSharp TurnsUphill/Downhill/Lane Changes From these detections, it can generate a tracking interface that shows your driving journey in the third-person view. You can also share this tracking on your social media platforms. Conclusion The Dash Cam DDPAI Mola N3 will be offered at two prices during the next 10.10 sale on
Lazada: RM229 - GPSRM189 variant - non-GPS variant Of course, it does not have a display. However, you can view it and change the settings from the largest display of your smartphone. For the included features, the N3 Dash Cam is definitely worth the price to install additional security measures inside your vehicle. Not only does it keep your car and trip safe, but it's small, easy to install, and records
high-quality videos. To buy one for yourself, here is a 5% voucher for you. Ad. Scroll to continue reading. Reading.
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